Circuit pack

Space Oddities is full of out there sound effects, moving ambiences, space arpeggios, distorted
basses, spaced out twinkles and much much more! Limbic Bits second sound pack for
Novation Circuit includes 64 patches completely designed from scratch. Grab the second set of
sound packs for the Novation Circuit from sound designer supreme Yves Big City! The FM
Drum Dream pack pushes them to the extreme, turning your Novation Circuit into a unique
retro-futuristic drum machine. This pack is the Delorean Dream sequel but with a different vibe
that goes in the vaporwave style. Looking for a powerful trip through progressive trance?
Elements is a patch bank for Novation Circuit. It contains two Banks of 32 patches each
including warm pads, vast digital textures, analogue basses and complex leads. To start right
away, this pack additionally features 64 samples with a selection of kicks, percussion and
hihats! Grab it here now and complete your collectionâ€¦. Account Downloads Contact Us
Menu. Technotica Rated 5. So prepare yourself to going bonkers and shake the walls with some
FM Drum spices! DreddSteppa Rated 4. Progressive Dream Rated 5. Novation Circuit Elements
Rated 5. Enhance your customization options with the Circuit Personalization Pack. Get a
high-tech weapon camo, reticle, patch, playercard, and background. Translate to English. Stay
informed about special deals, the latest products, events, and more from Microsoft Store.
Available to United States residents. By clicking sign up, I agree that I would like information,
tips, and offers about Microsoft Store and other Microsoft products and services. Privacy
Statement. Skip to main content. Circuit Pack. Buy on Xbox. This content requires a game sold
separately. See System Requirements. Works with. Show more. Description Enhance your
customization options with the Circuit Personalization Pack. Show More. Additional information
Published by Activision. Published by Activision. Developed by Infinity Ward. Approximate size
Age rating For ages 17 and up. Additional terms Xbox Live code of conduct Terms of
transaction. Report this product Report this product to Microsoft Thanks for reporting your
concern. Our team will review it and, if necessary, take action. Sign in to report this product to
Microsoft. Report this product to Microsoft. Report this product to Microsoft Potential violation
Offensive content Child exploitation Malware or virus Privacy concerns Misleading app Poor
performance. How you found the violation and any other useful info. Submit Cancel. Open in
new tab. Sign me up Stay informed about special deals, the latest products, events, and more
from Microsoft Store. Sign up. Thank you! Lets face it, every mother has a favorite child â€”
ours is the Circuit. Choose a torso size, then the shoulder strap option, then click on color, and
it will show you what we have in stock ready to ship. Pick your hat color, then customize your
hat by choosing one embroidery color for the mountains in our logo and one color for the logo
text. If you have your total pack weight down around 30 pounds and want to feel the freedom of
traveling light, this is the pack for you. The Circuit pack utilizes a 1. In fact, the youngest person
ever to backpack all 2, miles of the Pacific Crest Trail was carrying a Kids Circuit! The Multicam
Camo pack is sewn with Cordura Fabric. The Cordura is not quite as tear resistant and a little
heavier than the Robic, adding an extra 2 oz to the total pack weight. Now Available in Xpac!
This is one tough pack that will give you years of hiking bliss, even if you are a bit tough on
your gear. This pack will take the abuse of a 2, mile hike and beg for more. You can customize
the color and fabric of your ULA pack! Want your Curcuit sewn with Xpac Fabric?! And guess
what? Even the 2 Color Custom Xpac option will be fully Xpac! Simply write your trail name, or
your name, exactly as you want it to appear on your pack, in the text field above. The cost of the
trail name is not refundable. Our weights are as shipped including all the removable items. This
weight also includes things like water bottles and food stuff sacks, but not the weight of water
and food as this will vary during each trip. Knowing your base weight will help you determine
which suspension system will best handle your load on the trail. The Cordura is not quite as
tear resistant and a little heavier than the Robic, adding an extra 2 OZ to the total pack weight.
MEN For men, use the waist size of your pants and add 2 inches. If you are on the outer edge of
a size, order the next size up! Example: If you wear a size 36 pant, add 2 to get Since 38 is the
last number of the Medium Hipbelt and the first number of the Large Hipbelt, you would want to
order a Large. If you are straighter through the hips, add 3 inches instead of 5. Example: If your
waist size is 26, add 5 to get You would need a Small hipbelt. To accurately measure your torso
length for a correct pack fit, grab a buddy and follow the steps belowâ€¦. Give us a call or send
us an email! If you are very large in the upper body you might need XL shoulder straps, give us
a call for that. Many men with athletic builds, i. Swimmers, climbers, weight lifters, surfers,
triathletes, XC skiers, etc usually prefer the S straps. A: The J straps are the traditional straps,
and work best on most men with average builds. Swimmers, climbers, weight lifters,surfers,
triathletes, XC skiers, etc usually prefer the S straps. The S straps work best on almost all
women and men with square shoulders and good posture. A Nalgene-style bottle will also fit,
but in your quest to lighten up, that should have been replaced a long time ago! In general most
people can reach back and retrieve a bottle, drink, and return the bottle to the pocket without

removing the pack. The top of the side pockets are angled for easier access, and adjust
singlehandedly with a cord lock and internal bungee to open and close. A: Every bear canister
on the market will fit into the Circuit vertically. Unfortunately bear canisters will not fit
horizontally. Keep in mind it is best to pack something between the hard sided canister and the
bottom of the pack. A: If you are using an inflatable pad, I recommended storing it in the interior
of the pack to avoid punctures. A foam pad can easily be secured beneath the top compression
strap that goes over the top of the pack or beneath the front shock cord compression. Although
not necessary for optimum performance, positioning your sleeping pad into the interior of the
Circuit against the back-panel is also a good solution. A: The suspension hoop used in the
Circuit is our minimal solution to transferring load between shoulder and hip. These points of
contact allow for a range of suspension flexibility while being rigid enough to support loads up
to 35 lbs. Personally, when the loads are kept below 35 lbs, we find this pack to be the most
comfortable in the ULA line-up. A: The top of the pack closes like a dry bag also known as a
rolltop very similar to what river runners use to create a water resistant seal for their gear bags.
The back of the collar is slightly taller than the front. Once you are packed, the collar can be
rolled down upon itself to effectively create a barrier to water penetration. Once rolled, each
side of the collar can be buckled to the sides of the pack or the two yellow buckles on the top
can also be fastened to each other. As for access, once the collar is rolled and fastened shut,
you would need to unbuckle the compression straps and unroll the collar to access the inside
of the pack. However, the roll-top only needs to be rolled shut when the weather dictates. If the
sky is dry, the collar can simply be folded forward. Vertical compression can still be achieved
by buckling the collar to the sides of the pack. Alexandra Modica â€” February 4, I packed my
Circuit, strapped it on, and never looked back. I especially love the loops for a water bottle on
the front of my shoulder straps. The only thing I would improve is the capacity of the mesh
pocket; once the backpack is filled and compressed I often struggle to fit other items in the
mesh pocket. Ida â€” August 10, This pack is as amazing as advertised. I was skeptical of an
ultralight pack being as comfortable as my super padded heavier ones. I just hiked 25 miles
over a weekend with about 28 lbs and no pain, no sore shoulders, no hip chafing, no boob
chafing. I wore a tank top the entire time. Douglas Brockmeyer verified owner â€” July 24, Wore
this pack right out of the box for the Southern Sierra High Route. Perfect pack for the demands
that trip has to offer. Stable and comfortable. One additional feature is that if you need to carry a
second ULA pack on top of this one, like I did, it is simple to figure out a good buckling system
that gives you a stable load. Awesome pack, I just wish the internal storage pockets were a little
more user friendly to accommodate internal organization. Samantha Lee â€” July 8, I love my
circuit. The hip belt pockets are at the perfect location. The side pockets are big enough to hold
lots of gear. The outside mesh is great for storing my lunch and rain coat. I went with the ability
to carry a slightly heavier load due to carry dog food. I always say picking a pack is like picking
a best friend and my circuit is an amazing friend! Highly recommend. Having done an entire
thru-hike and multiple section hikes the pack is still trucking. I have had to replace a couple
buckles here and there and sent it in once for some stitching repair but have felt like that has
been totally manageable and expected with the wear and tear I have put on this pack. I have
always been impressed with the customer service of ULA and the quality of their repairs. Chris
and company has always gone above and beyond which is appreciated. If you want a quality
product that completely is worth the price tag you will not be disappointed with the circuit. Love
all the new customization options they now have as well! Wayne verified owner â€” June 14,
After a couple of trips, I can finally rate this pack as excellent. My previous pack was a Deuter,
which was a great, bomb-proof pack, but it weighed almost 5lbs. The Circuit checked most of
the boxes for me- comfortable, lightweight, and rugged. Prior to my purchase and after my
purchase, I had some sizing questions and issues, and the owner was great. Quick replies to
multiple emails, helping me out with all of my questions and making sure the pack fit properly.
Another great thing about the company, is all the bags are sewn in the U. I was a little
apprehensive about buying a pack this way, but once again the customer service was top-notch
and made all the difference. BJ Ryder â€” June 8, Been section hiking the Vt Long Trail for
years with some big clunky pack with a million pockets and zippers that jamâ€¦ no more! This
thing is a dream on day 1 â€” it hugs your body and I barely feel it with 25lbs and a bear can full
of food on top. From material selection to loading design, its flawless. I wish you made a golf
bag that carried like this! Rik Fritz verified owner â€” June 5, Just did a section hike of the AZT
with my new Circuit and I am very pleased with the comfort and design of it. In my quest to
lighten my load, I considered some of the more exotic materials but durability is a high priority
for me. The Circuit strikes a perfect balance between being lightweight and durable and is so
comfortable that it feels like an extension of my body. I love it! Thanks to Chris and the team at
ULA for all your efforts to provide such a great line up of packs, See you on the trail! Cynthia

Brown verified owner â€” June 4, I love my new backpack, the Circuit! It was such a big
upgrade, I originally had a really heavy and cheaply made backpack that really hurt my back
when I was on the trail. I got to test it out recently on a trail that is 3. The Circuit has many great
features. It just fits really well, and sits perfect on my back. The straps and adjusters are right
where they need to be. Easy to adjust and get all buckled in. Steven Aaron verified owner â€”
April 24, I was having a really hard time deciding between sizes I am right on the line between
medium and large. I called the number and was amazed Chris answered he helped me out sent
out both sizes and went over photos to make sure I was getting the right fit. Kirsten â€” April 5, I
do quite a bit of off-track in Australia that involves some scrub bashing and butt sliding and the
fabric has proved highly resistant to abrasion and the hardwear all remains intact despite the
pack being scraped, dragged and dropped! Thanks Chris, for making such fantastic gear! Daniel
Matthews â€” March 29, This is an amazing pack, I have used it in many different circumstances
and it has held up and performed every time. As a 16 year old, I often have a hard time with the
sizing, but that was not the case here. It was excellent on couple hundred mile trips as well as in
the snow and on shorter trips. The customer service was flawless and I have nothing bad to say
about the pack. Thank you ULA!!! Troy H. Took my new Circuit out for a weekend test. It carried
my 25 lbs well. The hipbelt pockets were big enough for my snacks, sunscreen, purell, etc. It
worked well in an all-day rain. I protected the contents in a dry bag and let the pack get wet. The
shoulder straps and hipbelt were comfortable. I really liked the water bottle bungees on the
shoulder strap. I was also able to access my smartwater bottles in the side pockets without
taking the pack off. I have a Rusty Bethke verified owner â€” January 13, I just received my
custom color, X-Pac fabric Circuit, and I am amazed with this pack. You never know how a
custom pack will turn out but the quality and fit and finish of this Circuit is second to none.
After loading it up and doing a quick 2hr hike the first thing that jumps out at me is the comfort
and movement of the hip belt. Thank you ULA for making such a great product. I came from a
standard gregory baltoro backpack to a hyperlite mountain gear ultra light and then I found
ULA. Sarah â€” December 18, I help coordinate and lead annual high school group week long
backpacking trips and the Ohm is my go-to pack. I bought it a couple months before the
awesome optional custom colours came available doh! Mikey â€” December 5, It has carried lbs
loads comfortably. Awesome pack. Still intact! Nathan verified owner â€” October 13, I am very
happy with my ULA Circuit. The multiple options in hip-belt size and shoulder strap design
means its easy to find the right size for you and my pack fits snug and comfortable. The hip belt
pockets are awesome!! I have yet to fill one completely. The back mesh pocket easily fit my
rainfly, waterproof jacket, hat, and a pair of empty water bottles on my Cascades hike. Overall I
am really happy with this pack, would recommend it to anyone and look forward to buying ULA
packs in the future. Monique verified owner â€” September 17, I wanted to love this pack. I think
the support is amazing but I wish the fit was customizable for a smaller person. Just a couple
inches shorter in length of the pack OR making the straps adjustable to a shorter length and
putting the straps closer together on the bag or making them thinner would have been the
difference for me keeping this bag. But it was excellent for keeping the weight on my hips and
off my shoulders. I think I will find a used bag and sew up some more functional shoulder
straps. My wife and I are currently Thru-hiking the Appalachian Trail. This pack is amazing and
never lets me down. It is very durable and while I see other packs on trail that look beat up, my
circuit looks almost brand new. It handles and distributes weight very well and I have had it
loaded up to around 40 lbs. I can not say enough good things about this pack and the quality of
ULA. If you are looking for a pack that can handle most anything you throw at it for long section
hike or a thru-hike, then this is the pack for you. Kevin Noel â€” June 30, I have had this
backpack for over 8 years and it has stud up to a lot of backpacking and car camping. This is
the only one I stuck with over the years. Matt B verified owner â€” June 24, This is one of the
best thru-hiking backpacks out there! It can comfortably carry an ultralight load as it can a
conventional load. I have over miles on this pack and it is just amazing. Highly recommended!
Beautiful job! Emma â€” June 12, After having taking my Circuit on a few backpacking trips this
spring, I am completely in love with it! It is so lightweight and fits absolutely perfectly. No
breaking in required, at least for me. Chris, the owner was also incredibly helpful with ordering!
Steady â€” June 1, I carried the original ULA P1 over 10, miles. Great pack. I made a few mods
along the way and they are similar to features now in the ULA line. With proper tender loving
care these lightweight packs are plenty rugged. I finally need to replace the P1 and will be
ordering a Circuit. Derek verified owner â€” May 14, Bought two of these, one for my wife and
one for myself. Customer service was awesome on getting us set up with a good fit for both of
us. My wife had struggled to find a good fitting pack prior to trying ULA so I was super excited
for her to finally find a pack that fit well. We did our first trip with 25 pound pack her and 27
pound pack me and both agreed that the packs were very comfortable with the weight. At a

water fill up I bumped up to 35 pounds for a couple of miles for a dry camp night. The pack still
wore well at this weight but I was feeling it some as it was the end of the day and uphill to the
site. The large side pockets are great had a 1. The mesh pocket in the back has a ton of room
where I had my ULA rain kilt, rain coat, toilet kit, sit pad and camp shoes with room for more.
We both went with the S straps and are pleased with them. All in all my wife and I are both
excited about how the packs performed and look forward to many more great trips with them!
Kelsey M â€” April 29, Fantastic pack. No issues, no complaints.. I like how this pack fits â€”
close to my body, very compact, comfortable, and stable feeling. My favorite pack hands down.
Nolan Jordan â€” April 8, This pack is amazing! Took it on a one week trip in Georgia and has
no issues whatsoever. The customer service is the best. Everything else is fantastic!. Chris
McMaster verified owner â€” April 8, Chris Dillman verified owner â€” March 15, Really dig the
Circuit. I started with a GG Mariposa which was slightly lighter , however it was torn to shreds
after it fell from the back of a pickup during a hitch. My wife sent me my Circuit in Chester, CA
and it was perfect. Shame on me for not starting with it. A few thoughts; 1 Hip belt and zipper
pockets: Top notch. The clasp on my Mariposa had broken within the first miles. Additionally,
the pockets were easily accessible and the belt itself was very comfortable. He picked up my
call on my first try, suggested I send him a picture, and in short order, I was back in the game. I
did remove the metal internal frame that ran down the spine. Will likely purchase a smaller ULA
for my shorter day hikes. William Brenner verified owner â€” February 11, I have only carried
this pack for around 35o km, a very rough estimate could be lots more or slightly less.
Regardless it was exactly what I was looking for in a pack, it is very comfortable for carrying 30
lbs or less, when not gaining or loosing elevation I really like the thumb straps, The big stretchy
pocket is amazing, I can store lots of essentials and snacks in the hipbelt pockets, and the most
important for me, it is very easy to usethat waterbottle pockets while wearing the pack. The
Cordura nylon is very durable which is important to me, I am rough on gear, and is water
resistant for a long time but does wet out. Is very versatile, gerbil, light, and comfortable. I use
my pack on a weekly basis and put about anywhere from 20 to 60 miles a weekend on my pack
and I have no complaints with this one. I have since given away or sold all my other backpacks
with the exception of my original golite Jam pack. I have a lot of memories with that backpack
as well as my circuit. I would highly recommend it. I loved the color green , organization, it
seemed durable, the hand holders, and the simplicity. And as far as far customer service goes,
it was great with a couple of quirks full disclosure; I was extremely anxious about ordering a
pack on-line a little old school , and I was probably a bit of a pain but all my concerns before
purchasing and issues involving the return were worked out and I was satisfied, and if I try
again, I would not hesitate to trust these guys. I wanted a pack for my future retirement
thru-hikes, so I might wait until that time comes before trying again. Lance â€” January 14, I
bought the Circuit about 18 months ago and wanted to use it several times before writing a
review. I could not be happier! I was coming from a more traditional i. I love the adjustability and
find I can always get the hipbelt to snug appropriately and take the load; its then easy to adjust
the shoulder straps and lifters to get a comfortable fit every time. I like that the pack can cinch
down and fit comfortably, no energy-sapping wiggle or wobble. The hip pockets are easily
accessed, and the shoulder strap water bottle holders are super convenient. The mesh pocket is
fantastic, amazing how much stuff can get crammed in there. Could not be happier with my
purchase! There have been day packs, work packs, ski packs, overnight packs, and long trip
packs. The Circuit works for everything. It is 68 liters and 41 ounces. It can handle 35 pounds or
so. It weighs less than some of my day packs. It is more comfortable than the big packs. If you
are in the outdoors a lot, do yourself a favor and buy a ULA pack. Susan Abbott â€” November
9, I love my Circuit pack! I walked the mile Camino de Santiago with it, and it performed
perfectly. I had tried many packs before my trip, and this one was by far the most comfortable.
In fact, wearing it feels like a hug. I carried from lbs in it, and found all the outside pockets
perfect for organizing my gear. The big waist belt pockets are especially useful, as is the ability
to carry water bottles on the front of the pack. I only saw one other person on my trek with a
Circuit, and we agreed that our packs were the best kept equipment secret on the Camino.
Thank you for designing and making this great product. Josh â€” October 8, Everything fit with
room to spare including a bear can. I would recommend this pack for any backpacking trip. This
backpack is beautiful as it is functional. The customer service is top notch I love this pack so
much! Michael Smith â€” July 17, Purchased a ULA Circuit last fall. It is a great pack. The side
pockets are large with adjustable compression, and the hipbelt pockets are awsomeâ€¦ great
capacity and easy to open and close. Thanks for a great lightweight pack that is made to last!
Tim C verified owner â€” July 4, Excellent pack. Excellent assistance with fit and service from
the ULA crew required a send back to correct the size which was handled perfectly. Chris
verified owner â€” June 17, Just wanted to give a huge shout out to the wonderful people over

at ULA Equipment. They did an outstanding job on the Circuit Pack. I ordered it needing it in a
hurry for a backpacking trip in the Arkansas Mountains and they rushed it too me just in time
for my trip. The Circuit pack has a ton of room enough for my 4 day trip. Thank You guys so
much and thanks you Chris over there. Great Company and Outstanding Customer Service. Cris
Lewis â€” May 19, What a fantastic pack! I packed 20 lbs into a 4-day trip into Henry Coe State
Park, which has lots of elevation change. The pack is super comfortable, even during multiple
ventures off trail and in steep off-trail moves. It felt like an extension of my body rather than a
heavy, bulky packs. Very well made and designed. Also, the best part: no hip bruising or pain
even after 4 days, which I always experienced on my old pack after 1 day! I too wish I could
strap something to the bottom, but there is overall plenty of storage. Thanks for a great pack!
My gear fit nicely heavy on first few days in the Sierra though , I LOVED how big the hipbelt
pockets were, and the water bottle holders on the front straps are a lifesaver for an inflexible
person like myself. This is a great pack. Do yourself and get a ULA Circuit. James verified owner
â€” May 2, I recently purchased a couple ULA Circuit backpacks for my teenage boys black, and
woodland camo. After receiving the packs, we loaded them up with 20lb of gear. What is a
negative aspect to one person could be a positive to another. James verified owner â€”
February 28, I have a rather long torso Patricia Gatewood-Adams â€” January 6, I love my
Circuit! As a tall and large woman, finding a pack that fits well and feels right is a particular
challenge. The dual adjusting options on the hip belt made this the perfect pack for my odd size
frame. The bonusâ€¦I can just get a new belt when I need a smaller size! I opted for the s-curve
shoulder straps as well, which made it even better for me. The pack is a wonderfully simple
design with the perfect number of bells and whistles to keep water handy, keep everything
secure, and keep the packing sitting just right. I hardly felt like I was wearing a pack, and was
the envy of my hiking group. Erin Miller â€” December 7, I love my Circuit â€” it is comfortable,
durable and light-weight. The customer service alone worth 5 stars! Jennifer Rolfe-Maloney â€”
August 14, I also had asked for gear straps to be sewn in the bottom to allow me to maximize
internal space, and the customer service I received was beyond exceptional. I will highly
recommend to anyone that this pack stands a cut above the rest. David â€” June 24, My ULA
Circuit is an amazing piece of gear. Once while hiking the Appalachian Trail, I stopped to rest
and put my pack on top of a large boulder. A minute later I was running down the trail trying to
escape a swarm bigger than any I had ever seen before. The pack was covered with bees. I
grabbed a dead limb about 12ft long and managed to fish the pack off the rock and drag it about
30ft down the trail mesh side down. Not a scratch and the pack still looks new a few hundred
miles later. I would not want to experience this with a Dyneema Cuben Fiber pack, and you
never know what the trail is going to throw at you. Josh Bradshaw â€” June 23, This year on the
PCT is a very difficult one because of the extreme snow conditions. Leaving Kennedy Meadows
I had to carry crampons, an ice axe, a bear can, warm winter layers, and eleven days of food. I
was able to fit all of this into my circuit, and carrying it was actually fairly comfortable. Two days
into my Sierra snow trek I set my pack down and to my horror it slid off a cliff. The pack took a
fall that would kill a person, and it cracked my bear cannister. The pack itself and all of the other
gear inside it was unscathed, it survived the drop without even a single stitch tearing, and the
stays were intact and unbent. I was humiliated to make such a dumb mistake, but the durability
of my ULA pack was the reason I was able to carry on eight more days instead of having to bail.
Daniel Phillips â€” June 11, The pack was very comfortable and adjustable right out of the box.
The layout is perfect. The Circuit is well thought out. It fits great and feels much lighter than my
old pack even when loaded with my usual 28 lbs. I was most impressed with the hip belt design.
I can snug the upper of the four belt sections to angle the belt which keeps it on my hips. My old
pack kept putting my upper glutes to sleep because it kept sliding down my waist. The belt
pockets are fantastic. Easy to access and big! I really like the large pack pockets with the
adjustable shock cord draw openings. Nothing falls out. The expanding pouch on the front will
allow a ton of gear even after the main pack is as tight as a tick. Thanks ULA. Mark Jose â€”
May 18, The fit is great and it carries a ton of stuff. Only a couple of critiques. Your email
address will not be published. Notify me of new posts by email. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. No worries! Please note, order times
increase days when selecting this option. There is no restocking fee to retu
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rn a "Make to Order" pack. Colors Available: MultiCam Camo. To accurately measure your torso
length for a correct pack fit, grab a buddy and follow the steps belowâ€¦ Standing upright, tilt
your chin to your chest. Locate the largest lump on the back of your neck. It should be located

close to the base of your neck. From this large bone, measure with the flexible tape down the
length and natural curvature of your spine to the top of your waist band, the top of which is
resting on the top your hipbone. This measurement in inches is your torso length. Rated 5 out
of 5. Amazing, lightweight, durable pack. Rated 4 out of 5. Chris McMaster, thank you for your
support, and for making a super duper pack!! Thanks Chris. Absolutely Perfect! Ultralight yet
bombproof This year on the PCT is a very difficult one because of the extreme snow conditions.
Almost perfect The fit is great and it carries a ton of stuff. Add a review Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Rated 5. Rated 4.

